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Part One: 

Natural and Plastic Patterns



barred spiral galaxy 

noun, Astronomy. 

1. a spiral galaxy whose center has the form of an extended bar. The 

majority of the mass of a spiral galaxy is contained in its bulge, made up 

mostly of old stars, while the arms are composed mostly of younger stars 

and large amounts of interstellar gas and dust. A spherical, relatively dust- 

free region known as a galactic halo surrounding a spiral galaxy may 

contain large amounts of dark matter. The Milky Way is a spiral galaxy.

http://www.innovativeteachersbg.org/EAAE_CAS_2013/17_fibonacci_angles.pdf


 The Milky Way is our spiral galaxy.



Seashells represent 

deep time, and their 

longevity is partly 

responsible for the awe 

they inspire. Where 

flowers expand, rambling 

across space, shells 

contract, spiraling 

upwards into fierce 

beautiful points....we 

cannot think outwards 

but rather upwards, in 

spiral formations. 

 -  Martabel Wasserman, 

Seashell Aesthetics 



Not only do seashells connect to time's history and represent nature's efficiency, they 

also share the same patterning as other naturally occurring features. Like the Milky Way 

galaxy, seashells form according to the Fibonacci sequence.   

Fibonacci, an Italian mathematician, was the first westerner to discover this sequence. To 

create it, add the previous two numbers to get the next. For example: 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, and 

so on. The ratio formed by the numbers in the sequence is known as the "golden ratio" and 

produces the  most pleasing aesthetic mathematically. Seashells, and many other natural 

elements, form in ways that follow this ratio and supply nature with a recognizable 

pattern, although what causes nature to form in this pattern is unknown. 

While galaxies, seashells, and other parts of nature exhibit the Fibonacci sequence, their 

material components are all the same. Atoms and elements, like carbon, hydrogen, and 

oxygen, that form compounds and molecules make life and the materials that are natural 

to us. Nature's surfaces display one pattern, while nature's interiors take many others.  



But what about plastic? Is plastic natural? Now that plastic rests along seashells in 

the oceans, populates beaches, and drifts through the galaxy as space junk, we're 

forced to reconsider plastic's place in nature and what it means for something to be 

natural.   

"This, then, is the central paradox: wilderness embodies a dualistic 

vision in which the human is entirely outside the natural. If we allow 

ourselves to believe that nature, to be true, must also be wild, then 

our very presence in nature represents its fall. The place where we 

are is the place where nature is not." 

 -William Cronon, "The Trouble with Wilderness; or, Getting Back to 

the Wrong Nature" 
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Even though plastic surfaces do not follow the Fibonacci sequence like nature's 

surfaces, the interior structure of plastic shares many characteristics of typically 

"natural" materials. For example, plastics are chains of polymers that can be 

organized in three ways. Like crystals and other rocks, some plastics form in 

crystalline structures that are organized and patterned. Other plastics are 

amorphous because they have a loose and unorganized structure. Finally, 

semicrystalline plastics have a rigid crystalline central structure surrounded by 

amorphous regions.  

Additionally, plastic intersects with the Fibonacci sequence on a molecular level 

creating a compelling argument for considering plastic as a natural material. The 

spiral that results from the Fibonacci sequence is made from squares that grow 

larger according to the golden ratio, and the Harriss Spiral is formed by using the 

silver ratio in the Padovan number sequence . The silver ratio is determined by a 

number called the plastic constant (an irrational number approximately equal to 

1.325). The Harriss spiral is made from rectangles that grow larger according to the

silver ratio. 



Further, the plastic constant plays a fundamental role in the metrics of the "Snub 

Icosidodecadodecahedron." This is a type of polyhedron, a 3D shape with many 

sides. Polyhedra are common in the molecular structure of crystalline and 

semicrystalline plastics.  

So, even though plastics do not outwardly exhibit the Fibonacci spiral that many of 

nature's surfaces illustrate, plastic's molecular structure is tied to the Fibonacci 

sequence and the golden ratio. By extension plastic becomes tied to the plastic 

constant in the Padovan sequence through polyhedra in the molecular structure of 

plastics. Further, both typically natural and plastic materials are derived from the 

same atomic matter. These atomic molecules become organized into elements 

that form molecules and compounds that produce both plastic and "natural" 

materials like sand, rocks, seashells, plants, and animals. While the patterns do not 

change, the molecules are reconfigured to produce everything we know. Ultimately

plastic, nature, and life are simply different iterations of the same matter.



Part Two: 

Plastic Decay and Natural Recycling



"I needed a genre to invade my own 

illusions of historical innocence. The 

proud trees, the proud rocks, the proud

sky, the proud fields... have been held 

before my glazed face for centuries.... 

Let's pretend you 'had' a land. Then you 

'lost' it. Now fondly describe it. That is 

pastoral."  

- Lisa Robertson, XEclogue 

The beach is my pastoral.

 " 'The sea where living 

creatures were at one time 

immersed is now enclosed 

within their bodies.' 

 Italo Calvino, Blood, Sea 

- Kirsty Robertson, 

Plastiglomerate "



"Beaches are far from 

sedentary. They are in 

constant motion, as wind 

and water wear away at 

rocks, coral, shells, and 

other matter. They also 

stretch across time as 

certain minerals, such as 

quartz and feldspar, are 

chemically stable and strong 

enough to last well through 

erosion, often forming the 

base of beaches millennia 

old." 

 -Kirsty Robinson, 

Plastiglomerate



The common perception is that plastic never "goes away," never breaks down 

completely. But, in fact plastic does decay. Materials  in nature are worn away by 

the wind, rain, sun, waves and other elements. These materials change in 

appearance and chemical integrity as they break down into pieces that support 

other natural processes. This capacity for decay is a vital natural quality because 

it supports new growth on earth. Plastic also experiences decay. The color, shape,

finish, and chemical structure is weakened and changed as material plastic 

persists through time and experiences different elemental conditions. 

 Like Robinson points out there are other natural materials that decay very slowly 

and have long lives. Thus, plastic seems to belong in the realm of the natural, 

forcing our idea of nature to change too. Thus, the concept of the natural 

becomes located in the fact that a material can be processed and decayed by the 

elements, and the length of time it takes a material to decay becomes less 

important. Finally, since humans are part of nature, the products and plastics we 

we create must be natural too. 



"Recycled" acrylonitrile 



unpack plastic picture 

"Recycled" styrene
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THE EYES ARE NOT HERE 

   THERE ARE NO EYES HERE 

   IN THIS VALLEY OF DYING 

STARS 

   IN THIS HOLLOW VALLEY 

   THIS BROKEN JAW OF OUR

LOST KINGDOMS. 

... 

THE HOPE ONLY 

   OF EMPTY MEN. 
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XECLOGUE, LISA ROBERTSON

THE HOLLOW MEN, T.S. ELIOT



Even though plastic and other natural materials have the capacity for decay, the 

current human perspective that plastic products are "disposable" causes a pile- 

up of plastic that spreads throughout the earth, making plastic feel inescapable. 

This feeling of being trapped without escape discourages human agency, 

worsening the human hopelessness, as plastic spirals out of control.  

Our outlook does not have to be so grim. Since both nature and plastic can decay

they also share the capacity to be recycled and repurposed. Shells are recycled 

into sand as they are worn down by the waves and wind. Other natural materials 

decompose too and become earth. Human recycling of plastic materials 

performs this same function. Further, human management of plastic through 

recycling is not unnatural because humans are natural too. Instead of being worn 

down by wind and sun like shells on the beach, humans become the natural 

element that breaks down plastic. So, human recycling and repurposing plastic 

materials is no more unnatural than a dead plant decomposing, turning to soil, 

and providing nutrients for new life.   



Part Three: 

Language is Plastic, Naturally



 " 'The absolutely free 

 spirit, having taken  its 

determinations back 

into itself, now 

generates another 

world.' 

Hegel, "The Philosophy 

of Spirit," '   

- Evelyn Reilly, 

Styrofoam"



To be raised a girl was a language, a system of dreaming fake dreams.
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 its own destruction.

XEclogue, Lisa Robertson



Language is another naturally plastic material that is made from a finite number of subunits, 

systematically organized, capable of decay, and that is recyclable. As Robertson's XEclogue 

suggests, language is self-aware because it creates both unique and universal meaning. At 

any time, words in a sentence are simultaneously the culminating moment of language and 

just one of many more moments to come. Words can be rearranged to create infinite other 

unique moments of language. The self-awareness of its recyclability makes language's 

plasticity natural. All natural materials, including plastic, are instances of universal matter 

rearranged differently. Language molds meaning by rearranging words. Thus, language 

becomes the human capability to express the plasticity of  feeling, thought, and identity.  

What's in the name "plastic constant" ? It seems contradictory as plastic is malleable, but a 

constant does not change value. The number was named by Hans van der Laan in 1928, who 

gave the number the name "plastic" because of the its ability to be given a three 

dimensional shape.  Van der Laan  used the plastic number in designing the architecture of 

St. Benedictusberg Abbey in the Netherlands. The juxtaposition created by these terms 

implies something can change while also staying the same. Thus, the plastic constant 

exists  uniquely between change and stagnation, is manipulated to create structures, and 

remains unchanging as a limiting value in math. So, the plastic constant's identity it plastic. 



New  Function   

New  Form





Part Four: 

The Future is a Naturally Plastic Spiral



Plastic belongs in the realm of the natural because it is created from 

atoms, elements, and molecules from which all natural materials are 

made. Plastic's mathematical and molecular structures are tied to 

nature's patterns, physically locating it in nature. Literally, plastic 

possesses natural qualities as it decays and can be recycled. 

Symbolically, plastic and plasticity applies to intangible materials, like 

language, to rearrange feelings and thoughts as new identities. 

The ability to be recycled, to adapt, defines the natural. Plastic/nature is

natural/plastic. Thus, humans are forever inextricably bound to plastic 

and its management. It's the human responsibility to recycle plastic as 

any other natural force. Plastic, nature, and humanity do not expand 

outwardly in opposition. They are fused together, spiraling upward to 

the point of a  seashell. 



They are fused together,



spiralling upward to the point of a seashell.


